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Multiple Forms and Password
Encryption Multi-Languages Multiple
Browsers Support Automatic Updates
Online/Offline Support Requirements
for Windows XP, Windows 2000,
Windows NT, Windows 95, Windows
98 FormZilla is a program that
generates and converts all necessary
forms with text fields into web pages
or web forms. It automatically
recognizes text fields on the web page
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and marks them for filling in with
text. Even if the form is made for
web mail service or website
registration FormZilla recognizes the
input fields and saves them in the
database in correctly filed form for
immediate filling. Key features of the
most advanced and convenient multi-
use form filler and password
manager:* Fills in multiple complex
and similar forms* Remember forms
you filled already before, so next time
you can fill them faster*
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Automatically fill and remember
passwords* Fills forms that don't have
possibility to fill in the same form
many times in one session (only
once)* Automatically fills in form
data* Automatically submit forms to
Internet search engines*
Automatically encrypts forms data
You can control the automatic filling
from the main window and the forms
appear all at once in the list. In
addition to other website fillers,
FormZilla supports automatic filling
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with other 3rd party applications.
Please note that FormZilla performs
very well with older Internet browsers
such as Netscape 4, 5, Internet
Explorer 6 and 7 (including the latest
Internet Explorer 8). FormZilla Pro
Features:* 100% automatic form
recognition* Name and Website
Recognition* Alternative Form List*
Completely customizable options*
Profile Based Menu* Update
features* A different start up
window* Set-up, test and config
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Windows* Program Setup Wizard*
Database support There is also a
special version of FormZilla for
Internet Explorer 8. However, it is for
Windows only. Windows Vista and
Windows 7 users can download a free
form filler from the download page.
FormZilla is an exceptional,
innovative, practical, simple and
helpful software which will let you
fill forms fast and easy. With
FormZilla you will: * Save time by
saving and filling complex forms with
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just one click* Remember forms you
filled before and save time next time*
Fill forms you saved earlier
automatically* Fill forms made for
website registration or subscription in
minutes* Fill forms with just a single
click* Save money by filling forms
without paying website owner* Fill
forms any time, anywhere FormZ

FormZila For Windows

Find the right form faster with
FormZilla: save time and effort
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entering forms automatically fill
forms autosubmit forms encrypt all
data with form zilla's advanced
encryption technology search any
website for forms find links to forms
locate forms on the web save filled
forms, with form zilla's search and
organizer engine review filled forms,
save links to filled forms keep a track
of form data view and download
filled forms implement web search
engines to find forms faster
implement a one-click search engine
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to save time finding forms
automatically fill form email with
form data automatically save filled
forms by dragging files to save folder
automatically submit filled forms
multiple data entry and encryption
form filler - form manager - password
manager permission management -
easy to use modern interface
customizable interface download
version for advanced features support
forum Reviews FormZilla Pro (865)
Thomas 4.3 Use FormZilla on my
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IBM ThinkPad with the standard
BIOS and a 3.2 megapixel still
camera (with my cell phone data
service). I was able to get the entire
program up and running in less than
an hour. During this time I was able
to enter over 1000 forms with at least
one form per day. I am simply
amazed at what can be done with this
program. Like many users I have over
the years have my own form filler
that I prefer to use instead of the
generally frustrating and time
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consuming manner of filling the
standard forms that are found on the
web. To use FormZilla you simply
enter the website you wish to access
and then select the form from the list.
If you have already filled forms with
FormZilla you can review them in the
list of filled forms. I was able to find
the forms I was looking for at no time
and this was not an easy task. Using
FormZilla I was able to fill in the
standard information of some of the
old forms. From memory I recall that
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I was able to fill in basic information,
select from my saved list of key
words, images, including the site of
origin and my name and organization.
Using FormZilla's form filler was
simply a matter of clicking the submit
button and all the information I had
entered was submitted. It was
interesting to note that the site still
presented 09e8f5149f
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FormZilla is a full blown Internet
Browser Helper, which is an all-in-
one form filling, password manager,
form browser, Internet search engines
organizer and user information
archive. FormZilla can help you to fill
web forms quickly and easily with
just one click. It extracts the form
field values and submits the form. It
can even be used to replace the
username and password fields with a
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single click. FormZilla can remember
the username and password to the
login page of any website, so you will
not have to enter username and
password for every form you go to.
This will save you a lot of time. It will
remember your search string, search
engine and the result link. FormZilla
can replace username and password
with a single click. Just click on the
menu item "Secure your username
and password" and your username and
password will be replaced by a single
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click. FormZilla can replace the
username and password fields by a
single click. FormZilla can fill login
forms for web-based email, online
banking and website forums, over
250,000 different forms on the web!
FormZilla can fill login forms for
web based email and online bank
accounts. FormZilla remembers the
username and password for the login
page of any website, so you will not
have to enter these credentials for
every form you visit. This will save
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you a lot of time and frustration.
FormZilla remembers the search
string, search engine and the result
link for future referrences. FormZilla
as a password manager, should be the
first thing you install when you buy a
new computer. It will replace your
keyboard based username/password
with a single click (and of course,
your keyboard wont be used at all). At
the moment, FormZilla saves data in
the registry, so the most common
strategy for losing data is to simply
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uninstall FormZilla. There is a version
of FormZilla with built-in data
encryption, which will make it even
harder to lose data. It is an internet
browser helper which uses the
standard "alt=text" method to extract
form fields automatically. A built-in
Internet search engines organizer and
auto submitter to extract the search
string from websites. The 'FormZilla'
menu item will extract the username
and password automatically from all
web pages. Just click the menu item
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'Secure your username and password'
and your password will be replaced by
a single click. The menu item 'Extract
information from a

What's New In?

FormZilla is the most powerful and
most customizable online browser
helper, password manager, internet
search engines organizer available
today. Once you start using FormZilla
you will never forget to fill web forms
again, will forget usernames and
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passwords every time you logon to
ANY website and will become a
natural in using the internet! Clicking
on search engines organiser drop
down menu will bring up the list of all
live search engines. FormZilla as a
privacy and security risk reducer:
FormZilla now contains a 'Warn'
feature which will highlight certain
phrases of the current form you are
filling on a website, alerting you to
potential privacy and security issues.
The WErn feature can be turned on
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with a click of a button and will
display a pop-up dialog explaining to
you any privacy and security risks this
form may be carrying. Furthermore,
FormZilla now records and stores the
URL, website visited, date and time
on which the information was
entered. All this data is stored on your
hard drive or on any removable
device for future use. FormZilla can
save website credentials, passwords
and form fields and can handle
passwords over 65 digits long. The
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more complex a password is, the
more time it takes to crack it. Then it
is advisable to use FormZilla, as the
risk of exposing your credentials is
greatly reduced to zero! Features &
Highlights Used as the standard form
filler on 100's of web sites. Used for
form filling - login and userid and
password forms Added support for
10's of new forms and sites. Used as a
password manager. Save website
credentials, form fields, passwords
and web pages, store info offline,
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auto encrypt and submit the data.
Work on XP/Vista/7/8/2000/2003 (ie:
Windows) AutoSave and AutoSubmit
data to any form or website.
FormZilla is not a browser, it is an
independent internet browser helper.
Therefore it won't add any registry
keys, no page redirection or anything
else. FormZila is fully integrated into
Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox
and Opera. Notice: Displaying a
coupon is not available in the built-in
support form of FormZilla. A coupon
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of this type is always displayed when
downloading the free trial version.
Sample screen snapshots How to use:
How to use: Click on the FormZilla
icon on the toolbar of Internet
Explorer, Firefox, Opera or
whichever
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System Requirements For FormZila:

Minimum: OS: 64-bit Windows 7 or
later 64-bit Windows 7 or later
Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E8400 or
AMD Phenom II X4 945 Intel Core 2
Duo E8400 or AMD Phenom II X4
945 Memory: 2 GB RAM 2 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX
460 (1GB), AMD Radeon HD 5850
(1GB) or better NVIDIA GeForce
GTX 460 (1GB), AMD Radeon HD
5850 (1GB) or better DirectX:
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